

The recent political campaign has sunk to such new lows.   Instead of debating policy and plans, we are having a fight about what happened 33 years ago.

I will say it plainly.  The swiftboat veterans for truth (hereafter refered to as SVT), should be called swiftboat vets who lie.   

Now that is a bold statement.  A lot of people will be offended.  I have heard it said that these SVT folks deserved to be heard, that they have done meticulous research, and that the truth should come out.

But the truth has been there all along.  Let us see for ourselves.   

First of all, only one of the men actually served on the swift boats that Kerry commanded.   When these men say they served with Kerry, they mean they served in Vietnam.  They do not mean they actually served in the same unit with Kerry.  This one man, Stephen M. Gardner, according to Time , served with Kerry on Patrol Craft Fast 44 (PCF 44) but Kerry earned both his Silver Star and his Bronze Star while serving as the commander of  PCF 94.  Therefore Gardner provides no direct contradiction for any of Kerry's  claims.
Van O'Dell, Jack Chenoweth, and Larry Thurlow were on  swiftboats in the vicinity of the action during which both Thurlow and John Kerry received bronze stars.  But these men have all made contradictory statements about that event, that are refuted by both the military records and the men who were on John Kerry's boat.  Thurlow and the others have stated that they were not under enemy fire, but Thurlow's own military records state that there was intense fire from both sides of the river.  Jim Rassmann was the Army Special Forces lieutenant whom Kerry plucked from the water.  A special forces beret, Rassmann attests that they were receiving sniper fire from both sides of the river.  Thurlow himself stated that Kerry served honorably in 1996, when Kerry was running for re-election in the Senate.
On Aug. 22 the Washington Post independently contacted Wayne D. Langhofer, who manned a machine gun aboard PCF-43, the boat directly behind Kerry's, and that Langhofer said he distinctly remembered the "clack, clack, clack" of enemy AK-47 assault rifles. According to Langhofer: " There was a lot of firing going on, and it came from both sides of the river."
And during the 1971 Dick Cavett show (which you can watch on CSPAN for yourself), John O'Neill, who tried his very best to discredit Kerry, never once contested his medals, and stated that there was always heavy fire on the rivers.  At the time Mr. O'Neill's best attempt was  to say that Nixon's Vice President said an ex-Robert Kennedy speech writer wrote Kerry's speech before the Congress, which Kerry easily defused by reading a signed affadavit of this ex-speech writer attesting to the contrary.  O'Neill immediately changed the subject.
Charles Rood, now an editor of the Chicago Tribune, was the other officer present when Kerry received a silver star for his tactic of charging the ambush.  Rood credits Kerry with the idea for these tactics.  Rood refutes the myth that Kerry chased an unarmed teenager down and shot him in the back, saying that the action was against an adult VC armed with a grenade launcher.  The reason Rood says he broke his 33 year-old silence is because Kerry's critics are telling "stories I know to be untrue" and "their version of events has splashed doubt on all of us."
George Elliot, the officer who recommended Kerry for the silver star, was not present, but was informed by those involved (including Rood.)   In a Boston Globe June 2003 Article, Elliot is quoted as saying : "I ended up writing it up for a Silver Star, which is well deserved, and I have no regrets or second thoughts at all about that. . . . (It) was pretty courageous to turn into an ambush even though you usually find no more than two or three people there."
However in 2004, Elliot was approached by members of the SVT, and presented with a prepared affadavit that he felt "time pressure" to sign which says "John Kerry has not been honest about what happened in Vietnam."   When questioned about the affadavit on August 6th, the Boston Globe reports that Elliot said ''I still don't think he shot the guy in the back" adding that the enemy had been running to a hut for cover, where he could have destroyed Kerry's boat and killed the crew.
Elliot continued: "It was a terrible mistake probably for me to sign the affidavit with those words. I'm the one in trouble here."   And further added: ''That's no excuse," Elliott said. ''I knew it was wrong . . . In a hurry I signed it and faxed it back. That was a mistake."  
Later that same day, Elliot was approached by some lawyers with another prepared affadavit to sign, which merely restated the same original statement that "I do not claim to have personal knowledge as to how Kerry shot the wounded, fleeing Viet Cong" but still insists that John Kerry has"not been honest about what happened in Vietnam."  When asked about the second affadavit, Elliot stated that "I have chosen to believe the other men. I absolutely do not know first hand."   He has since refused all calls to make statements to the press.
Louis Letson is a doctor who says he treated Kerry, and says Kerry is lying about his Purple Heart.  But Louis Letson is not the doctor who signed the medical records.  And there is no way to substantiate Letson's claim that the medic who did sign the document, J.C. Carreon, merely signed for him  because Mr. Carreon died many years ago.   In any event, Letson's claim should be subject to doubt because he was not in the same unit as Kerry.
Kerry is accused of writing up his own incident reports that led to his medals.   However, in an August 20 story in the New York Times, Mr. Elliott and Adrian Lonsdale,  who handled the reports going up the line for recognition, have previously said that a medal would be awarded only if there was corroboration from others and that they had thoroughly corroborated the accounts.
"Witness reports were reviewed; battle reports were reviewed," Mr. Lonsdale said at the 1996 news conference, adding, "It was a very complete and carefully orchestrated procedure." In his statements Mr. Elliott described the action that day as "intense" and "unusual."
To accuse any soldier of writing up his own recommendations is as ludicrous as it is insulting to every veteran that served and earned a medal, and only indicates how low these men will stoop to pursue this shameful smear campaign of partisan politics.
Kerry is accused of suffering minor wounds.  He is said to have only served 4 months, when he actually was off shore on a Naval destroyer for 6 months before volunteering for duty on the swiftboats river operationn.  It is standard Naval operating procedure for a veteran to be allowed leave after 3 wounds.    To actually believe that these wounds are self-inflicted contradicts all of the statements by Rassmann, Rood, and the statements of the 10 other men who actually served in the same boat with Kerry.  
One of these claims states that Kerry injured himself with his own rocket launcher when he got his first purple heart. Kerry received that decoration for a small shrapnel wound to the arm incurred on the night of Dec. 2, 1968, when he was patrolling in a skimmer -- a craft akin to a Boston Whaler -- in a free-fire zone, looking for Viet Cong guerrillas.
In the SVT book "Unfit for Command," O'Neill says he spoke with an Admiral Schachte, who said that "After Kerry's M-16 jammed, Kerry picked up an M-79 grenade launcher and fired a grenade too close, causing a tiny piece of shrapnel . . . to barely stick in his arm. Schachte berated Kerry for almost putting someone's eye out." But Schachte could not be reached for comment, according to the Boston Globe in an August 20 article. In a brief interview on August 19, O'Neill asserted that Schachte had told him, as well as other military men, that he had been on the skimmer.  But O'Neill's only proof is what he says he heard someone else say.
Men who are willing to make statements, William Zaladonis and Patrick Runyon,  are two men who were on the skimmer with Kerry at the time. "There definitely was not a fourth," says Runyon.   Zaladonis says he is 100 percent sure they did not fire grenade launchers, and adds further that  there's one thing he does know: "I know that John got hurt." And not by shrapnel from a grenade launcher.
So who are you going to believe?  Heresay from someone who heard something from someone else that was not even at the scene, or the statements by the only 2 men other than Kerry who were on the swiftboat at the time of the incident?
Finally, there have been comments that there were no war crimes or acts of violence contrary to the Geneva Accords in Vietnam, or that if they did occur, they were not as extensive as Kerry's testimony to Congress attests.  Worse, in a recent ad Kerry is made to seem like one of the few who committed atrocities by selectively editting statements Kerry made during his Congressional testimony and during the 1971 Dick Cavett show.   
That is the crux of the matter, this is what these SVT men are really saying when they say Kerry "has not been honest," that he "betrayed" the military, that he "cannot be trusted," and that he is "lying."  But Kerry is not lying about the extent of the atrocities that occurred in Vietnam.   He is not lying about men refusing to carry out orders, or about officers being relieved of duty or transferred because they refused to follow the orders of search and destroy missions.   To even hint that Kerry is a rogue element flies in the face of abundant historical fact and the testimony of Generals who would know : men such as Westmoreland, Abrams, Powell, Tommy Franks, and thousands of Vietnam Viets.  The atrocities occurred because the military campaign had evolved into an unwinable war proping up an undemocratic corrupt South Vietnamese government.  This was the reason why Kerry came back to the United States after his 3rd Purple Heart.   He wanted to end the mistake that was destroying the moral of the military.
The Swiftboat Vets for Truth props up the "Unfit for Command" with affadavits that some in the media have called "meticulous" research.  Go read the affadavits for yourself.  Mr. Letson's affadavit gives as his reason that "The crewmen with Kerry told me there was no hostile fire, and that Kerry inadvertently wounded himself with his own M-79 grenade."  But Mr. Zaladonis and Mr. Runyon were the only two men on Kerry's boat that day, and they refute Mr. Letson's claim.  Mr. Letson's name was also not on the medical report, nor was he a doctor in the same military unit.
Mr. O'dell's affadavit repeatedly says there was "no return fire," accuses Kerry of first fleeing, then returning to pick up Mr. Rassmann, and says that the only boat that received enemy fire was the boat upon which O'dell,  Chenoweth, and Larry Thurlow were on.  O'dell mentions that the boat in front of his own   was blown up by a mine.  However, Thurlow has said he did not remember any enemy fire, which is a contradictory to what O'dell is saying.  And Rassmann says there was sniper fire from both sides of the river.  In order to believe O'dell, you would have to believe that the VC selectively shot at only one boat after a mine blew up and tossed men in the river.   The military records also refute the statement by O'dell, which states that "all units began receiving enemy small arms and automatic weapons fire from both sides of the river."   Kerry came back because he saw Rassmann in the river, where he pulled Rassmann out of the water despite being shot at, according to Rassmann. 
The final affadavit by Grant Hibbard says that Kerry came into his office with "a scratch."  He says that he spoke with Lieutenant Schatche and unnamed "others" who were there that state that Kerry wounded himself with an M-79 Grenade launcher.   He goes on to refute Kerry's testimony that there were atrocities on a "day to day basis" which had "the approval of all levels of command."   He then insinuates that Kerry had direct meetings with the North Vietnamese, thereby malingering his already refuted testimony with innuendo.
Mr. Hibbard was not present. His assertions are completely based upon the accounts of Schatche and unnamed persons, not upon the 2 persons who were present (William Zaladonis and Patrick Runyon)  in the same swiftboat with Kerry.  O'Neill has backpedaled from this claim, because Schatche was not on the boat that night.   Louis Letson was not the doctor who signed the medical report, nor was he even in Kerry's unit. Hibbard's claim about how Kerry's injury was a "scratch" in his "forearm" is also false and contradicts the glaring fact that Kerry was injured above the elbow where shrapnel had gotten lodged in. The person cited by Larry Thurlow as being present, was Steve Gardner, who was not even in Kerry's boat at the time. 
According to Lt. Mike Kafka, a spokesman with the Navy Office of Information (CHINFO) in Washington D.C., "No soldier determines if he is eligible for a Purple Heart; only his commander can determine that specific U.S. Navy criteria have been met for the award."  Paragraph 4 of the "Purple Heart Criteria for U.S. Navy" states that "a wound is defined as an injury to any part of the body from an outside force or agent sustained under one or more of the conditions listed in paragraph 2 [in 1968, those were: in action against the enemy, or as a result of action by "any hostile foreign force"]. A physical lesion is not required; however, the wound for which the award is made must have required treatment by a medical officer..." Kerry's wound was treated by a medical officer, who removed the shrapnel and applied an antiseptic.
From the Los Angeles Times on August 17th, Kerry had been on a mission in a "skimmer" boat north of Cam Ranh Bay. Noticing Viet Cong on a beach, Kerry fired on the guerrillas. Two crewmates, Bill Zaladonis and Pat Runyon, have confirmed that they also fired on the fleeing guerrillas.  According to the Cleveland Plain Dealer, Runyon states that a fire fight started when Kerry's gun ran out of ammo.  Kerry bent over to pick up another gun when he got hit in the arm.  With bullets flying and in the heat of battle, soldiers trying to fire back and stay alive are not always clear exactly how someone gets shot.  Nevertheless, Zaladonis says he is 100 percent sure they did not fire grenade launchers, and Zaladonis was in the same boat that day with John Kerry, so he would know.
Another man in the first SVT ad, Mr. Al French says that Kerry is "lying about his record." Now a Clackamas County prosecutor in Oregon, Mr. French stated in the Oregonian newspaper that he did not witness the events in question and is relying upon his friends. Or to quote Mr. French, "I was not a witness to these events but my friends were." 
These men that make up the Swiftboat Veteran's for Truth were all gathered by Merrie Spaeth, a communications executive who was behind the smear campaign against John McCain in 2000.   O'Neill was the fellow selected by Nixon's political aide Charles Colson to form Veteran's for a Just Peace and form a smear campaign against Kerry after Kerry's congressional testimony.   In the respected online news site Salon.com, respected journalist Joe Conason writes that  "during the Reagan administration, Spaeth served as director of the White House Office of Media Liaison, where she specialized in promoting "news" items that boosted President Reagan to TV stations around the country."  Spaeth told Salon that O'Neill first approached her last winter to discuss his "concerns about Sen. Kerry."  However, Spaeth actually met O'Neill through her husband Lezar,  whom she married in 1994, who was his law partner in Clements, O'Neill, Pierce, Wilson & Fulkerson, a Dallas firm.
According to Texans for Public Justice, an Austin-based consumer rights/civil justice advocacy and research organization that tracks money in Texas politics, the SVT group has gotten  most of it's funds from two donors.  One is  large Dallas homebuilder Bob Perry , who  worked with Karl Rove as early as 1986 when Perry served as Campaign Treasurer for Republican gubernatorial candidate William Clements and Rove served as a campaign consultant and fundraiser. 
Perry contributed $46,000 to George W. Bush's 1994 and 1998 campaigns for Texas Governor. He has contributed the maximum allowable $2,000 to Bush’s current reelection.  Perry was the largest individual contributor to the Texas Republican Party during the recent 2002-election cycle (calendar 2001 & 2002) giving $905,000.Perry is Republican Governor Rick Perry’s (no relation) largest patron, having contributed $225,000 since 2001.Perry was the largest individual contributor to Republican Lt. Governor David Dewhurst’s 2002 campaign, giving $115,000.
·	Perry was the largest individual contributor to Republican Attorney General Greg Abbott’s 2002 campaign, giving $387,600. 
·	Perry's wife Doylene gave Abbott an additional $150,000.
·	Perry was the second largest individual contributor to Republican Comptroller Carole Strayhorn's 2002 campaign, giving $100,000.
·	Perry was the largest contributor to Tom DeLay's Texans for a Republican Majority PAC (TRMPAC) giving $165,000 in the 2002 election cycle. TRMPAC is currently the subject of a criminal investigation by a Travis Country grand jury for allegedly misusing corporate contributions in the 2002 state elections.
·	Perry was the single largest contributor to the Texas Association of Business PAC in 2002, giving $105,000. The Association is also under criminal investigation for misuse of corporate funds in the 2002 Texas elections.
·	Perry contributed a total of $595,500 directly to the campaigns of 23 GOP legislative candidates in the 2002 cycle, including the 21-candidate slate supported by TRMPAC.
·	Perry contributed $95,000 to Tom DeLay's Republican Majority Issues PAC in 2001.
·	Perry has been a primary funder of efforts to limit civil liability in Texas, contributing $415,000 to Texans for Lawsuit Reform PAC, the state's largest non-party political committee.

The other major contributor is Harlan Crow, a long-time contributor to Republican candidates, is also a trustee to the "George H.W. Bush Presidential Library Foundation."   You should read the New York Times August 20th article for yourself.
---------------------
There have been statements by certain members of the pompous, self-inflated media (Sean Hannity) that Kerry has not made public his records, when in fact John Kerry has made his records public.  He has even posted them on his website, at http://www.johnkerry.com/about/john_kerry/military_records.html .  None of the smear artists will tell you this whenever they make the accusation that Kerry has not made his records public, and use this statement as proof the Kerry has something to hide.   John Kerry has nothing to hide.   These so-called independent journalists should stop prevaricating.
On the other hand, George W. Bush stalled every chance he could get , and then submitted an incomplete pile of  records to the press that are themselves subject to debate (www.glcq.com.)   This came after it was reported in the New York Times that, according to  the Pentagon,  microfilmed records related to the most controversial months of 1st Lt. Bush's service in Alabama  were "accidentally" destroyed.  George W. Bush cannot find one person to attest he was in Alabama, and there is a Memphis Flyer article about not one, but two ex-Air Force Reservesmen (Bob Mintz and Paul Bishop) in the said Alabama unit who don't remember ever seeing Bush.   Read the article for yourself.
This is nothing but an orchestrated smear campaign by old veterans who have been coached by professional political consultants to parse their words and create doubt.  Every angle has been absolutely refuted as having any veracity.  Most are based upon the second-hand accounts of  men who were either not present, who are unnamed, or whose own statements have been contradicted by both the records and the testimony of the men who actually served on the same boat with John Kerry.  The campaign relies upon the ignorance of people who will believe a partisan funded commercial that corresponds to their own pre-conceived political convictions, and who would be convinced by the qualifying statement "some people say."
Yea, "some people" will say anything to pursue partisan, self-serving goals, but do these things that some people say deserve this barrage of media coverage, at the expense of more relevant topics during this campaign for the Presidency of the United States?
It is also a disgusting insult to every single Veteran that all this calumny is dragged up 33 years later, just so President George Bush can avoid the more relevant questions surrounding his own presidency.  
Sincerely,
Gino Napoli
490 31st Avenue #204
San Francisco, California 94121
415-751-1499
jonsdarc@mindspring.com
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